ORDINATION CLASS OF 1956
Province of St. Joseph

Front Row

Thomas Reginald Peterson
Owen Ignatius Beatty
John Edward Keefer
Rev. Fabian Whittaker, O.P.
(Master of Students)
Very Rev. Cajetan Reilly, O.P.
(Prior)
Rev. Terence O'Shaughnessy, O.P.
(assistant Master)
John Ferrer Arnold
Robert Linus Walker
Roland Jerome McCann

Middle Row

Thomas Norbert McPaul
Harold Adrian Wade
John Aedan McKeon
William Declan Kane
James Dominic Keating
John Martin Egan
Joseph Boniface Perz
Edward Gabriel Westphall

Back Row

Frederick Michael Jelly
Anthony Damian Lee
James Charles Burke
Robert Justin Hennessey
Thomas Jordan Ertle
Maurice Bonaventure Schepers
John Raymond Corr